Canadians Close Uneventful Season

By J. H. Evans
Golf Editor, Toronto Globe

After a season which opened in April and might proceed for some weeks longer, for Canadian winters are becoming shorter in the more settled portions of the Dominion as each year passes, the Canadian greenkeeper has concluded his work for the year and retires to his home to give thought to the problems which may arise in 1930.

The season for golf in Canada might be longer, but for the fact that the clubhouses in Canada close in October, and as a consequence there is no army of discriminating golfers demanding a perfectly groomed course for their favorite pastime. From habit rather than necessity, club committees have shortened the season as far as the greenkeeper is concerned by bringing all matches to an end on October 1 and closing club houses by October 15, although beyond minor frosts and occasional rain there has been no necessity for it during a decade.

Paradoxically, 1929 was an anxious but uneventful year. It opened auspiciously, continued with normal conditions prevailing until June and then came the drought extending from coast to coast broken only occasionally by showers. The drought caused anxious moments, continued until October, but fortunately it left nothing in its wake.

Canadian Golf Makes Record

A record for the game since it became a sport engaging the interest and the attention of thousands, was made during the season. On many courses in central Ontario,
in western Canada and the east course, superintendents and their workmen were employed without interruption from June until October. On one course there was a half day lost in four months, (the Sabbath excepted) during this period. Similar records are to be found on the calendars of other greenkeepers.

Following his work of the spring, summer and fall with lecture courses at which the speakers were experts from Dominion and Provincial governments for the past six years, the greenkeeper may not pursue the same policy this winter. In an age, given over to the scientist, lock, stock and barrel, it may not be wise to criticize him and emphasize the eminent position held by Canadian greenkeepers working largely in a practical manner. But this may be the reason why the Canadian greenkeeper is considering the advisability of abandoning the annual winter lecture course, and why active members of the association will prefer to meet their fellows at the National Greenkeepers Convention in Louisville, Ky.

The brief history of the organized greenkeeper is illuminating. Six years ago, some greenkeepers formed an association for the general welfare of the calling. The association depended on bulletins secured from the United States government, periodicals and a great amount of practical knowledge. The ensuing year, the greenkeeper was adopted by the Royal Canadian Golf association and guided by an expert when he exchanged his views at monthly round table conferences. The expert was salaried by popular appeal to the mass of golfers.

**Expert Advice is Dropped**

The appeal failed to produce the desired results the next season, so the expert passed out of the picture, probably because golfers could not understand the necessity for his existence. The greenkeeper continued to carry on in a highly successful manner with occasional reference to an agricultural college for a report on a doubtful matter.

"We do not get much from them," is the frequently expressed opinion of the greenkeeper in response to the query as to the value of the lecture course and the well-meant advice
THE "LARK"
Sprinkles Evenly from center to outside circumference on Any pressure.

The "Lark" Sprinkles Evenly
125 ft. on 50 lbs. pressure—90 ft. on 35 lbs. pressure
100 ft. on 40 lbs. pressure—80 ft. on 25 lbs. pressure
60 ft. on 15 lbs. pressure.

Pressure Readings at the Sprinkler
The New Rotor Control Valve controls the speed of the Rotor and the quality of its spray under varying pressures. It eliminates those smoky sprays that are often lost in the breeze. It prevents excessive wear of the Rotor bearing.

The Self-Flushing Screen keeps all sediment away from the Rotor, preventing any clogging. All sediment passes out through the larger Main Stream Nozzle.
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“Good-bye, CHICKWEED!”
CHICKWEED—d e spoiler of beautiful greens—used to be the most difficult of all weed growths to destroy. It is still to those who resort to the slow and costly methods of hand-pulling, patching, and re-digging. There’s only one sure way—simply spray on Purpeck Chickweed Eliminator and in a few days “good-bye, Chickweed!” Simple, effective—saves time, money, labor. Can be used even when ground is entirely frozen. Today—send for trial can.

Send for a trial can!

“Best Greens in Cincinnati”
Mr. C. A. Rich, chairman of the Green committee of the Western Hills Country Club, Cincinnati, says: “Since 1926 when we commenced reconstruction of our course I find that we have used 17 cars of "WINDRIFT" Hardwood Humus

"Our members say we have the best greens in the Cincinnati District.

"By using the plain humus for our top dressings I believe we have found one of our greatest economies. The ease with which it is used without at any time delaying play upon our greens has greatly increased the efficiency of our operating force as well as eliminating our former expensive compost piles."

Put a few tons of "Windrift" Humus in your 1930 Budget. Do it now.

The Ohio Humus Products Company
Box 95
London, Ohio
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